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HELLION FOR HIRE 16: WATERLOO, DREAM PROJECTS AND MORE...
Waterloo, Dream Projects and why the hell not, let’s go to the hospital two
more times!
by Billy Tucci
As some of you might have noticed, there was no Hellion
For Hire last week because I they say across the pond,
was basically “across the pond.” I attended the F.A.C.T.S.
(Fantasy, Anime, Comics, Toys, Space) convention in the
beautifully medieval city of Gent. Or as they spell it on
this side of the pond, “Ghent.”
Ah, Belgium!
Being the showoff she is and bragging about her past
career travels while I was still designing G#d D$%m
Gumby T-shirts back in the day, my now-poor wife Deborah was really bummed out
that she couldn’t accompany me to Gent. Now this woman loves Belgium, but being
the better human being than I, and having much respect for our fellow passengers,
wouldn’t entertain the idea of a seven-hour flight with the boys in tow. So I took my
mom, Marie. One must know my mother to appreciate the how much fun and dare I
say, “dangerous” this all could be (a part of me was actually counting on it). Last
time she accompanied me to the Continent was for the giant Angouleme convention
in well, Angouleme, France. Things went great for us Yanks at the show (everyone
being so incredibly friendly), but when we got up to Paris (with Alex Ross) things sort
of went sour and we almost triggered an international incident on several occasions.
I’m sure you’ve all heard stories before about the terrible experience Americans have
had with the Parisians and ours was no different. This was two years before 9/11, so
when I hear that we became the “Ugly Americans” to them because of the Iraq War,
I must digress – it was before that. Regardless, the city is amazing and something
everyone should experience in his or her lifetimes. I love France’s heralded history
and of course will let be bygones be bygones and make my way back there again (if
I’m allowed back in). Of course, being a butt-hole myself realize that we are
everywhere, so I shouldn’t hold the entire population accountable for the nasty
actions of a few. Besides, Paris is just so bloody romantic isn’t it?
Back to Belgium where mom and I fly into Brussels and from the moment we arrived
were treated like royalty by Emmanuel Van Melkenbeke and entire F.A.C.T.S. staff.
We were just blown away by their generosity, friendship and hospitality. As the show
was very movie-orientated, I, along with genius-writer Pat Mills (Judge Dredd) were
among the very few comic book guests attending, but we were treated just as well
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as C3PO Anthony Daniels, Lost’s John Terry, Michael Ironside, Lance Henriksen, and
Star Trek’s Vaughn Armstrong. The really cool thing is that my mom and I stayed at
the wonderful NH Hotel with these fine chaps, shared our meals and pretty much
hung out with them the entire time. On Saturday evening, Emmanuel and crew took
us all out for an amazing dinner (one of the best I’ve ever had) at a 5-Star
restaurant that unfortunately slips my mind at the moment. There we all shared
great conversation, the best part being privy to the actor’s hysterical (and hushhush) behind-the-scenes stories.
2006 was the show’s 13th
year and it was run like a
well-oiled machine. All the
attendees were just wonderful
to us and many brought their
country’s beer with them.
Though my attempts of
finding just which country
makes the best beer fueled
much amusing and boisterous
debate, it still fell short of my
goal at starting a 21st Century
Thirty Years’ War. On a side
note if any of you read the
discussion pages, you’ll note
I’m picked on for drinking
Michelob Ultra’s. This is only
because I’ve gained some weight and do prefer real beer like Leffe and Stella Artois
(of which I had too damn much) but just want to drop a couple of pounds. Anyway,
F.A.C.T.S. is one of the best conventions I’ve ever attended. It was roomy, had two
giant dealer rooms filled with great collectables, art and toys and the promoters were
second to none. But the best part were the fans who all were friendly and
accompanied by some of the most beautiful women I’ve ever seen in my life all
looking very Vanessa Paradise and Scarlett Johansson. I do have one question to our
Belgium readers out there, who’s hotter, girls of Flemish decent or French? Lord I
hope they have me back next year!
I’d also give a special thanks to my good friend, Richard Boom. The gigantic
Dutchman was completely responsible for hooking me up with Emmanuel. I want
Richard and Emmanuel to know just how appreciative I am for everything they’ve
done for me and that whenever they come to New York, my house is theirs.
It must be noted that I am a complete ass as I forgot my cameras and had to buy a
disposable. I took no pictures at the show and for that I am sorry. I know Emmanuel
did take pics of our Saturday dinner but have not gotten them yet.
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Waterloo!
The battle near Waterloo,
Belgium was the culmination of
the War of the Seventh
Coalition, since it was the
seventh time in the Napoleonic
Wars that a combination of
European countries had allied
against France. This was the
last conflict in the Napoleonic
Wars, and was fought by a
coalition of Britain, Russia,
Prussia, the Netherlands,
Sweden, Austria and a number
of German States against
France. After his escape from
exile in Corsica, Napoleon regained control of France. The Allies, having declared
Napoleon an outlaw and not the leader of France declared war.
Knowing he would be attacked, Napoleon moved two armies, up to the
French/Belgium frontier where he divided his army and attacked General von
Blücher’s Prussians at Ligny on June 16, 1815. The same day his left wing eng
engaged Wellington's English/Dutch/Belgium forces in the Battle of Quatre Bras. The
victorious Napoleon stopped Wellington and forced Blücher to retreat in disarray but
failed in his strategy destroy the Prussian army.
The next day all the armies met on the field at Waterloo. By days end, over 300,000
soldiers engaged in one of the most violent and important battles in European
history. By late afternoon the French army had not succeeded in driving Wellington's
Allied forces from the escarpment on which they stood. Now came Blücher’s
regrouped Prussian’s, 100,000 strong and hell bent on revenge. The attacked the
French right flank and merged with Wellington. Napoleon's key strategy of keeping
the Allied armies divided had failed and his army was driven from the field in
confusion. The next morning the battle of Wavre ended in a hollow French victory.
However, the army was not strong enough to resist the combined Allied forces, so it
retreated towards Paris. Where Napoleon abdicated and was taken prisoner for the
last time.
Two trains and a bus later we arrive at this incredibly maintained and preserved
battlefield. There is a museum (housed in Wellington’s former headquarters), and a
very educational audiovisual display that indicates the strategic points and the
movements of the different armies. Also on hand is a movie about the battle
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involving kids but this really, really sucked. Aside from the field itself my favorite
part was the panorama painting of the battle. Housed in a circular building, the 1912
painting measures 110 meters long and 12 meters high.
But none of this compares to
the field itself and the famous
“Lion of Waterloo.” Located on
the spot where the Dutch
Prince of Orange was
wounded, the hill rises 131
feet and gives a full view of
the battle. Here, the iron lion,
weighing 28 tons defiantly
stares out towards France,
“daring them to come again.”
After the aches subside from
climbing the 226 steps to the
top, one is literally
transported back in time. Here
is real history. You can almost see the movements of troops adorned in national
splendor, smell the fuming gunpowder rising through the air, hear cannons roar,
muskets firing and the screams of the wounded and dying. And I love it. God help
me, I love it so.
Well we made it back to Gent for a final dinner of steak and “fries,” which I’ve
learned originated in Belgium and not France and headed back to the good old USA.
Unfortunately, my mother was on her best behavior so there are no interesting “ugly
American” stories. Perhaps when we go to Italy. Regardless, I was very sad to leave
Belgium, but it was good to be back home with Deb and my boys.
Work, Work, Work…
My column is also late due to the fact that I had to go to Chicago for a family
wedding and draw almost 500 Tour Book covers we solicited for Diamond. More on
that and my Supergirl Overstreet Price Guide cover next week. I also completed the
cover pencils for the cover to Heroes For Hire #7. Please check it and Mark
Sparacio’s not-quite finished painting, and let us know what you think.
William, William, William.
Another reason it’s a bit late was yet one more visit to the Emergency Room. My
dear William, showing no fear or brains whatsoever, decided to take a back flip off
my in-laws kitchen counter and land face down on the hard tiled floor. Man, there
was blood everywhere as the boys lip was split wide open on both sides. The
ambulance came and we strapped the little bugger in for a nice jaunt to the hospital.
He loved it! Once we got him a very nice plastic surgeon did the honors of stitching
him back up – after restraining the wild-child in some sort of Looney-bin stretch
jacket-like gurney? Four stitches later, and after much screaming, the boy came
through it al like nothing happened. I really feel bad for his mother, as she was really
upset as he ruined his “perfect face.” She also wanted her “mommy” and “should
have knew this would happen.” The later being reference to him being my son and
that Deb and I spent most of our first date in a NYC hospital after I had a go at some
friggin’ NYU Fiji Frat punks. Ah the good ol’ days. Anyway, this story isn’t over, as
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the boy pulled out all of his stitches a few hours later and we had to go back to the
get some new ones in. We finally got home at 6am, but the little bastard (whom I
love with all my life) is doing just fine.
Okay, so there’s so much I want to write about, but again am getting way too long
and this column has taken me all day to write. Next week we’ll discuss my dream
projects and ideas for the big two, my future with them and the Shi/Lady Death
crossover. I’ve also got to get questions to my pal producer Elise Doganieri, (four
time Emmy winner and creator of The Amazing Race) for an upcoming interview.
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Wankers of the Week!
The marauding students of
Columbia University and their war
on free speech
There is outrage in academia. But
it’s not what you might think.
Long believed bastions of ideas,
education and freethinking turns
out to be anything but, especially
if you disagree with them. On
October 4th, students stormed the
stage at Columbia University's
Roone Auditorium knocking over chairs and tables and attacking Jim
Gilchrist, the founder of the Minutemen, a group that patrols the border
between America and Mexico. Mr. Gilchrist and Marvin Stewart, another
member of his group, were in the process of giving a speech at the invitation
of the Columbia College Republicans. For their protection, Columbia security
escorted the two off the stage and through the safety of the auditorium’s
back door. Having wreaked havoc onstage, the students unrolled a banner
that read, in both Arabic and English, "No one is ever illegal." As security
guards closed the curtains and began escorting people from the auditorium,
the students jumped from the stage, pumping their fists, chanting
victoriously, "Si se pudo, si se pudo," Spanish for "Yes we could!"
The Minuteman Project, an organization of volunteers founded in 2004 by Mr.
Gilchrist, aims to keep illegal immigrants out of America by alerting law
enforcement officials when they attempt to cross the border. They are all for
legal immigration, and in my humble opinion are on the right side of the
immigration debate which is crucial to America’s national security.
The pandemonium that ensued as the evening's keynote speaker took the
stage was merely the climax of protest that brewed all week. A number of
campus groups, including the Chicano caucus, the African-American student
organization, and the International Socialist organization, began planning
their protests early this week when they heard that the Minutemen would be
arriving on campus. The student protesters, who attended the event clad in
white as a sign of dissent, booed and shouted the speakers down throughout.
They interrupted Mr. Stewart, who is African-American, when he referred to
the Declaration of Independence's self-evident truth that "All men are
created equal," repeatedly calling him a racist, a sellout, and a n#gger.
A student's demand that Mr. Stewart speak in Spanish elicited thundering
applause and brought the protesters to their feet. The protesters remained
standing, turned their backs on Mr. Stewart for the remainder of his remarks,
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and drowned him out by chanting, "Wrap it up, wrap it up!" Mr. Stewart
appeared unfazed by their behavior. He simply smiled and bellowed, "No
wonder you don't know what you're talking about."
The student protesters “rush to vindicate themselves with monikers like
‘liberal' and ‘open-minded,' but their actions, their attempt to condemn the
Minutemen without even hearing what they have to say, speak otherwise,"
the president of the Columbia College Republicans, Chris Kulawik, said. On
campus, the Republicans' flyers advertising the event were defaced and torn
down.
The College Republicans expressed their concern about the lack of free
speech for opposing viewpoints on the Columbia campus in the wake of the
evening's events. "We've often feared that there's not freedom of speech at
Columbia for more right-wing views — and that was proven tonight," the
executive director of the Columbia College Republicans, Lauren Steinberg,
said.
I’m sure these same students side with leaders of the ultra-violent Central
America-based gang Mara Salvatrucha, or MS-13, who admitted to issuing
orders that would teach "a lesson" to the Minuteman volunteers. Back in
March of this year, the volunteers held a month long border vigil find and
report foreigners sneaking into the United States, project officials say. Mr.
Gilchrist, a Vietnam veteran who helped organize the vigil to protest the
federal government's failure to control illegal immigration, was not deterred,
"We're not worried because half of our recruits are retired trained combat
soldiers, and those guys are just a bunch of punks."
And thus speaking of punks, the protesting Columbia students once again
proved their intolerance, stupidity and ignorance of the facts and the
Minuteman Project in general as Ryan Fukumori, a Columbia junior who took
part in the protest, told The New York Sun, "These are racist individuals
heading a project that terrorizes immigrants on the U.S.-Mexican border" Mr.
Fukumori continued that “They have no right to be able to speak here."
"They have no right to be able to speak here.” This sums it all up doesn’t it?
The students should be ashamed of their hypocrisy it comes to free speech,
and themselves.
Thank goodness these wankers live in a country that allows freedom of
speech and pity those millions living under such oppression and tyranny.
Special thanks to Wikipedia, The New York Sun and The New York Times as
sources and bibliography for this column.
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Kid Doozer

10-27-2006 11:57 AM

I'm not the biggest fan of the Minuteman Project, but yeah, those students should be
ashamed of themselves. Its one thing to protest in an organized and respectful
fashion, but they just shot their credibility in the foot.
edit: ps, great article, fun read.

saiyanspider

10-27-2006 11:59 AM

Morons.
I disagree with a lot of ring-wing views, but it's their right to speak, dumb
hypocrites. If the minutemen are harrasing imigrants, legal or otherwise then report
them. Call the cops on them, cause harrasement is against the law.
No it's much easier to rush a stage act like a bunch of rabid apes, so they can look
like they stand for a cause without actually doing anything. I know it's not fair to
assume that much about them, but man this kind of crap annoys me.

boomboom

10-27-2006 12:09 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by MattBrady
I’d also give a special thanks to my good friend, Richard Boom. The gigantic
Dutchman was completely responsible for hooking me up with Emmanuel. I want
Richard and Emmanuel to know just how appreciative I am for everything they’ve
done for me and that whenever they come to New York, my house is theirs.
It must be noted that I am a complete ass as I forgot my cameras and had to buy
a disposable. I took no pictures at the show and for that I am sorry. I know
Emmanuel did take pics of our Saturday dinner but have not gotten them yet.
.

The pleasure was all mine, Billy!!!
Sincerely,
Richard Boom
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and many thanks for
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Ken B.

10-27-2006 12:10 PM

Billy Tucci and Chuck Dixon need to do a comic together. I would so buy it.
Seriously.
Idiots at Columbia? Who would have thunk it? Like San Francisco, they like the smell
of their own farts. ;)
Good article as always.

Augie De Blieck Jr.

10-27-2006 12:19 PM

Thanks for the Belgian travelogue, Billy. My grandparents came to America from
Belgium damn near 100 years ago now. It's on the top of my very long wish list of
things to do before I die: Explore the motherland.
I don't know if the Flemish women can outdo the French women, but I know they
outdo the Walloon women. ;-)
-Augie

Billy Tucci

10-27-2006 12:26 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Augie De Blieck Jr.
Thanks for the Belgian travelogue, Billy. My grandparents came to America from
Belgium damn near 100 years ago now. It's on the top of my very long wish list of
things to do before I die: Explore the motherland.
I don't know if the Flemish women can outdo the French women, but I know they
outdo the Walloon women. ;-)
-Augie

Augie,
You must go to Belgium. I bet you can track down some relatives. The airfair wasn't
all that bad (about 500 bucks I think). It's one of the most beautiful places I've ever
seen in my life and cannot wait to go back.
Again, both Flemish and French women are etherealy beautifu! Is that a word,
"etherealy?"
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Billy Tucci

10-27-2006 12:43 PM

Anyone notice Lance Herniksen behind Richard's gigantic hand in the first pic?
He's a fan...;)

Bird Flu Man

10-27-2006 12:44 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by MattBrady
Wankers of the Week!
The marauding students of Columbia University
and their war on free speech
There is outrage in academia. But it’s not what
you might think. Long believed bastions of
ideas, education and freethinking turns out to be
anything but, especially if you disagree with
them. On October 4th, students stormed the
stage at Columbia University's Roone Auditorium
knocking over chairs and tables and attacking
Jim Gilchrist, the founder of the Minutemen, a
group that patrols the border between America
and Mexico. Mr. Gilchrist and Marvin Stewart,
another member of his group, were in the
process of giving a speech at the invitation of
the Columbia College Republicans. For their
protection, Columbia security escorted the two off the stage and through the safety of the auditorium’s
back door. Having wreaked havoc onstage, the students unrolled a banner that read, in both Arabic and
English, "No one is ever illegal." As security guards closed the curtains and began escorting people from
the auditorium, the students jumped from the stage, pumping their fists, chanting victoriously, "Si se
pudo, si se pudo," Spanish for "Yes we could!"

Now that's a Wanker of the Week, Billy! Much better than the Brian Ross conspiracy
theory you were tryng to push last time. I may not agree with Gilchrist's politics, but
he's an articulate and inteligent guy and deserves a forum in which to be heard.
My personal Wanker of the Week is Mr. Rush Limbaugh for his claims of Michael J.
Fox "exaggerating the effects of the disease. . . . Either he didn't take his medication
or he's acting."
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Prometheus3

10-27-2006 12:47 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Ken B.
Idiots at Columbia? Who would have thunk it? Like San Francisco, they like the
smell of their own farts. ;)
Speaking of idiots, what kind of a moron calls everyone who goes to Columbia
University idiots when less than 75% of the college's population even took place in
this upring?
I do think it was stupid for those Columbia University students to storm the stage
and attack that Minuteman. While the Minutemen and their ideas make me sick to
my stomach, they do have a right to freedom of speech. But why are you making
asshole generalizations of everyone who goes to Columbia University and lives in
San Francisco? You sound as ignorant as the people you are chastising.

Billy Tucci

10-27-2006 12:53 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Prometheus3
Speaking of idiots, what kind of a moron calls everyone who goes to Columbia University idiots when
less than 75% of the college's population even took place in this upring?
I do think it was stupid for those Columbia University students to storm the stage and attack that
Minuteman. While the Minutemen and their ideas make me sick to my stomach, they do have a right to
freedom of speech. But why are you making asshole generalizations of everyone who goes to Columbia
University and lives in San Francisco? You sound as ignorant as the people you are chastising.

Prometheus,
I thought I made myself clear of which students I was writing about with the title
"The Marauding Students of Columbia" and then referring to the "protesting
students." Next time, I'll be more clear and promise you all the next column will be
more about comics1
I do have one question, what is it specifically about the Minutemen project that their
ideas that make you sick to your stomach?
Again, I promise the next column will deal more with comics! But we will have a
wanker.
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Billy Tucci

10-27-2006 12:54 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Bird Flu Man
Now that's a Wanker of the Week, Billy! Much better than the Brian Ross conspiracy theory you were
tryng to push last time. I may not agree with Gilchrist's politics, but he's an articulate and inteligent guy
and deserves a forum in which to be heard.
My personal Wanker of the Week is Mr. Rush Limbaugh for his claims of Michael J. Fox "exaggerating
the effects of the disease. . . . Either he didn't take his medication or he's acting."

I agree, Rush is a wanker.

Bevbos

10-27-2006 12:57 PM

I dunno. The premise of the Minuteman project is inherently violent. I see little
wrong with using violent tactics against the leaders of what is essentially a violent
movement. Unauthorized men with guns patrolling our borders? Remind you of a
certain period of history over in Europe we'd be better off not repeating?
Mind you, stooping to their level is an incredibly stupid PR move, but really, I think
the Minutemen themselves ultimately deserve Wanker status far more than a bunch
of college students.
After all - the College students are young. Emotional. But the leaders of the
Minutemen men are grown adults... shouldn't they know better than to spearhead
such a disgusting movement in the first place?

Ken B.

10-27-2006 01:11 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Prometheus3
Speaking of idiots, what kind of a moron calls everyone who goes to Columbia University idiots when
less than 75% of the college's population even took place in this upring?
I do think it was stupid for those Columbia University students to storm the stage and attack that
Minuteman. While the Minutemen and their ideas make me sick to my stomach, they do have a right to
freedom of speech. But why are you making asshole generalizations of everyone who goes to Columbia
University and lives in San Francisco? You sound as ignorant as the people you are chastising.

..and apparently people don't watch South Park.
It was a joke. See the smiley? Quit looking to be offended.
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Kolimar

10-27-2006 01:39 PM

Good article.

Kolimar

10-27-2006 01:43 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Billy Tucci
Anyone notice Lance Herniksen behind Richard's gigantic hand in the first pic?

Yep. That was the first thing I noticed. :D

Kolimar

10-27-2006 02:23 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by MattBrady
The Minuteman Project, an organization of volunteers founded in 2004 by Mr. Gilchrist, aims to keep
illegal immigrants out of America by alerting law enforcement officials when they attempt to cross the
border. They are all for legal immigration, and in my humble opinion are on the right side of the
immigration debate which is crucial to America’s national security.
"They have no right to be able to speak here.” This sums it all up doesn’t it? The students should be
ashamed of their hypocrisy it comes to free speech, and themselves.
Thank goodness these wankers live in a country that allows freedom of speech and pity those millions
living under such oppression and tyranny.

I couldn't agree more.

ANGELDOGGIE

10-27-2006 02:34 PM

Hey Billy, another great and amusing column!! ( informative as well ) Once again;
aint kids da bomb!!! Seriously, I hope the lads doing well as I hope the rest of you
are also. Glad you had what sounds to me like a smashing good time in Belgium,
glad to see you made it back alive and......well? Looking foward to the National in
November, and Billy, if you want to shed a few pounds, we'll all RUN between bars in
New York!!! Nuff said??.........................NUF SAID!!!:D :D :D
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ANGELDOGGIE

10-27-2006 02:36 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by boomboom
The pleasure was all mine, Billy!!!
Sincerely,
Richard Boom

and many thanks for

WOW!!! BlackCatGuy is gonna be sooooooooooooooooooooooooo
jealous!!!:D
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Dallas Bar

10-27-2006 02:50 PM

Potverdekke, it's great to be a Belgian!
Anyways, Billy, Belgian girls are just plain beautiful. No matter what decent they are
from. These parts have been invaded so many times and the blood has mingled so
often that there is no such thing as " typically Belgian".
And my two cents on the wankers:
It doesn't matter wether you're a right wing extremist or a leftish extremist, you do
not protest in such a way, period.
In the States I would be considered a socialist at best and a commie bastard at worst
I guess, but i'd rather debate than trash anyday.
Storming in such a way is shamefull and does your cause more harm than anything
else.
Having said that, I needs mahself some Leffe.
Greetz
Wouter

Prometheus3

10-27-2006 02:57 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Billy Tucci
Prometheus,
I thought I made myself clear of which students I was writing about with the title
"The Marauding Students of Columbia" and then referring to the "protesting
students." Next time, I'll be more clear and promise you all the next column will be
more about comics1
I do have one question, what is it specifically about the Minutemen project that
their ideas that make you sick to your stomach?
Again, I promise the next column will deal more with comics! But we will have a
wanker.
I wasn't calling you a moron BIlly. I was calling the guy I was quoting from in my
post a moron for claiming all the people that go to Columbia University and live in
San Francisco idiots.
A lot of the ideas of the Minutemen make me sick to my stomach as well as their
actions. Some of them have slashed water tanks so that when Mexican illegals are
crossing the vast desert, they die of thirst. Other Minutemen who I have heard speak
seem to be rascist.
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Robworld

10-27-2006 03:25 PM

Poor College Republicans
Republicans have to be the biggest whiners.
They have almost complete control of the government, but they always claim
to be the victims on issues of marriage, sex, education, affirmative action,
religion, etc etc. I don't agree with the actions of the protesters,
but how can you blame them. When people are not given a voice
to dissent against the majority that oppresses them, desperate actions occur.
Unfortunately the protesters response will only help legitimize the Minute Men.
The media and Right wing talking heads will showcase how irrational
the protesters were, portraying them to be savages, fascistic, anti free speech,
and violent. This will make the Minute Men look like the victims and a
rational choice. The College Republicans knew before hand that bringing
the head of the Minute Men to Columbia University would receive mass dissent
among the students and local population. It is the same strategy the Republicans
used bringing their convention to NYC in 04.
As for the whole illegal immigrants issue, its a red meat wedge issue that in the end
is total BS. When you eat a hamburger at McDonald's or any other food distributor
just wonder who works behind the scenes. Illegal immagrants are the back bone of
our food industry. Its going to take more then some good ol' boys with rifles, and a
big fence to fix this problem. Republicans get people all worked up over
wedge issues (ie gay marriage, abortion). People vote for them, and then get upset
when nothing gets done. Of course that Republican candidate who is in the
majority party blames the "liberal media" and "Big Hollywood" for not letting them do
their job.
My wanker of the weak of course is George W Bush.
For the last 2 1/2 years he called people who oppose or want to set up a
time table for the Iraq war "Cut n' Runners".
Just this past week he claimed he never said that.

robworld.org

motteditor

10-27-2006 04:06 PM

You bastards. You killed Humbug!

Bluewave

10-27-2006 04:09 PM

Billy Tucci should stick to drawing comic books before running his mouth about stuff he gets
from the right wing media. The kid who brought the minutemen to Columbia is the leader of
the college Republicans and is the biggest/racist/elitist scumbag I have ever met, and he is
ALSO a coward, a weasel and a rat. And the minute men where the people who attacked the
protesters. The protesters went in to protest, which is their right, god forbid anyone debates
racists and nazis in their own venues. Their response was physical attack and the protesters
defended themselves. But of course the corporate media is not gonna show this. Especially
when a lot of them happen to be the daddies of the college group who sponsored this event.
I can't believe marvel associates with this jerkoff.
I'm dropping heroes for hire.

http://forum.newsarama.com/showthread.php?t=89108

Ken B.

10-27-2006 04:23 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Bluewave
Billy Tucci should stick to drawing comic books before running his mouth about stuff he gets from the
right wing media. The kid who brought the minutemen to Columbia is the leader of the college
Republicans and is the biggest/racist/elitist scumbag I have ever met, and he is ALSO a coward, a
weasel and a rat. And the minute men where the people who attacked the protesters. The protesters
went in to protest, which is their right, god forbid anyone debates racists and nazis in their own venues.
Their response was physical attack and the protesters defended themselves. But of course the corporate
media is not gonna show this. Especially when a lot of them happen to be the daddies of the college
group who sponsored this event.
I can't believe marvel associates with this jerkoff.
I'm dropping heroes for hire.

Get bent. Because Tucci isn't like 90% of comic creators with his views (a reason
why this column is refreshing), you start spouting all your nonsense. Of course all
republicans are evil people, we get it. At least come at us with something different,
be original.
Where were you when Millar starts saying anything, or Tony Bedard? They say some
pretty "wacky" stuff to me but I don't demand Marvel not hire them.
Don't get all pissy because someone with a different viewpoint says his opinions on
something.

Kikaider

10-27-2006 04:33 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Bluewave
Billy Tucci should stick to drawing comic books before running his mouth about stuff he gets from the
right wing media. The kid who brought the minutemen to Columbia is the leader of the college
Republicans and is the biggest/racist/elitist scumbag I have ever met, and he is ALSO a coward, a
weasel and a rat. And the minute men where the people who attacked the protesters. The protesters
went in to protest, which is their right, god forbid anyone debates racists and nazis in their own venues.
Their response was physical attack and the protesters defended themselves. But of course the corporate
media is not gonna show this. Especially when a lot of them happen to be the daddies of the college
group who sponsored this event.
I can't believe marvel associates with this jerkoff.
I'm dropping heroes for hire.

Is there any way to get this person' post trimmed of the insult to Billy? Don't care
what his opinion is on the subject, but I think the personal insult is not needed.
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FIG

10-27-2006 04:33 PM

Belguim has some of the best beer in the world, those summer fruit ales are king.

Bluewave

10-27-2006 04:39 PM

October 13, 2006 | Page 5
THE COLUMBIA Protesters’ Defense Committee has released the fact sheet below to dispel the myths and lies that have
spread about the demonstration against the Minutemen.
---------------VARIOUS MISREPRESENTATIONS of events at Columbia on October 4 are circulating in the media. The Columbia
Protesters’ Defense Committee would like to correct some of them.
The planning of the protest. Columbia College Republicans President Chris Kulawik told Fox News that the protest was
carried out by “everything from the Chicano Caucus to the International Socialist Organization.” No student club
organized, endorsed or provided any resources for the protest inside the event, although individual members of
numerous clubs participated. Student clubs sponsored the protest outside the event and were not involved with events
inside.
Who committed violence? The New York Post claimed that protesters “physically attack[ed] the speaker, forcing him to
flee and sparking a brawl.”
In fact, as several videos indicate, the Minutemen and their supporters assaulted the protesters. Minutemen supporters
kicked protesters approaching the stage, and then initiated a tug-of-war to destroy the protesters’ banners, shoving,
punching and kicking them in the process. One protester who was kicked in the face has filed a complaint. His attacker is
clearly identifiable from Univision’s video coverage.
Yet according to the Los Angeles Times, “the lectern was knocked over and Gilchrist fell back, smashing his reading
glasses.” This is false. Even Gilchrist has implicitly denied it, saying on Fox News, “I have to tell you, I was about ready to
deliver the very first Minuteman knuckle sandwich to whoever tried to attack me and do bodily harm to me. I was not
going to remove myself.”
Fortunately, as he suggests, he did not have the opportunity. As the videos plainly show, no protesters ever got near
him.
Absurd allegations. Minuteman speaker Marvin Stewart claimed on the O’Reilly Factor that the Arabic text on the first
banner unfurled by protesters denied the Holocaust. In fact, as pictures from the event show, the Arabic text on the
banner read, “No human being is illegal,” as the English and Spanish read, “No one is illegal.” Stewart’s interpretation
seems to be based on nothing more than a bigoted assumption that Arabs are anti-Semites.
This was only one of Stewart’s absurd claims; he also asserted that protesters had, while unfurling a banner in protest of
racism, used racial epithets and made Nazi salutes. These lies are not even defended in the Minuteman Project press
releases.
According to the hate-group watchdog Southern Poverty Law Center, the Holocaust-denying neo-Nazi National Alliance
actively supports and recruits for the Minutemen.
Who stopped Gilchrist’s speech? According to Columbia President Lee Bollinger, protesters “use[d] the cover of protest to
silence speakers.” In fact, protesters did not silence Gilchrist. Minutemen speakers disrespected and ridiculed students for
over 45 minutes--and students expressed their displeasure verbally and visibly throughout.
By the time Gilchrist began to speak, the Minutemen’s bigotry had already isolated them from the vast majority of the
audience, as the videos show clearly. When protesters climbed on the stage with banners in a peaceful act of opposition,
Minutemen supporters responded by assaulting them.
The Minutemen’s own violence and isolation led them and Columbia security to decide to shut down the event.
Free speech at Columbia. According to Bollinger, “We must speak out to deplore a disruption that threatens the central
principle to which we are institutionally dedicated, namely to respect the rights of others to express their views.” His
statement attacks the protest as “one of the most serious breaches of academic faith that can occur.”
In 2004, however, when Middle Eastern Studies professors were under attack for their political views, Bollinger came to a
meeting of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences and said, “The First Amendment does not apply to the university, because it
is a private institution. It can choose its policies for how to treat faculty utterances.”
To be clear, the Columbia Protesters’ Defense Committee has not called for Columbia to bar speakers based on their
political views. We believe that students have the right to protest offensive speakers, and that our protest was an
exercise of our free speech. We call on Columbia to protect the free speech of all of its students and professors, rather
than bending to right-wing media pressure.
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Ken B.

10-27-2006 04:50 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Bluewave
October 13, 2006 | Page 5
THE COLUMBIA Protesters’ Defense Committee has released the fact sheet below to dispel the myths
and lies that have spread about the demonstration against the Minutemen..........blah blah, right wing
media.....blah blah etc etc..

Everything at Columbia would never have happened had those punks not stormed
the stage. And do you think putting something that is so clearly biased towards the
punk protestors will garner sympathy for them? Screw that.
Go back to listening to your phish albums and eating your Ben & Jerry's ice cream (is
it chunky monkey? Because that's a good flavor)

Bluewave

10-27-2006 04:53 PM

Below is a link showing Minutemen kicking a student in the head.
On October 4th, Minutemen leader Jim Gilchrist came to speak at Columbia University. Gilchrist's hate
speech was met with a peaceful demonstration in which students came on the stage unfurling banners
reading: "No Human Being is Illegal" and "No To Racism." The Minutemen responded to these non-violent
protesters with force, in particular targeting Latino students on and around the stage with punches and
kicks. After assaulting the pro-Immigrant protesters, the Minutemen ended their event early. Please see
the damning footage below and take action to support the assaulted students.
Part I- Univision Coverage
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N41eXtVK7...
Part II- Univision Coverage
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AwqPRmlb3...
On Friday, Oct 6 Columbia University President Lee Bollinger issued a statement condemning the
protesters' non-violent protest and remained silent about the violence of the Minutemen towards the
students. Please take action to contact President Bollinger's Office to express your disapproval with his
statement and demand that no reprisals be taken against the protesters. By doing anything short of
retracting his statement and canceling his "investigation" against the assaulted students, he at best
blames the victim and at worst gives cover for the use of vigilante violence against non-violent protesters.
President Bollinger's Statement:
http://www.columbia.edu/cu/president/com... <http://www.columbia.edu/cu/president/com...
Please call and email President Bollinger's office:
phone: 212.854.9970, fax: 212.854.9973
email: bollinger@columbia.edu
Please copy/send messages of support to the Columbia Protesters' Defense Committee at:
nominutemen@gmail.com
And take a moment to sign an online petition at:
http://www.petitiononline.com/nominute/p...
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Bluewave

10-27-2006 04:54 PM

October 6, 2006
In the aftermath of the protest on the night of October 4 against Jim Gilchrist and the racist Minutemen at
Roone Arledge auditorium, we want to state clearly: We are proud to send the message to the country
that racist and fascist groups are not welcome at Columbia or in New York City.
As Chicanos and Latinos, alongside African Americans and progressive people of other nationalities, we
took it as our responsibility to give voice to the undocumented immigrant families who live in fear at
terrorist vigilante groups like the Minutemen. Armed patrols by these groups force more and more people
desperate for work to find even more hazardous ways into the United States. Over 3,000 people—
including hundreds of children—have died in the desert. Their blood is on the hands of Gilchrist and his
thugs.
Fascist scapegoating is not up for academic discussion. Like Hitler in pre-Nazi Germany, Gilchrist and the
Minutemen attempt to demonize foreign-born poor people, blaming "illegals" for society's problems. His
group doesn't present reasoned debate. It spouts racism and hatred, aiming to divide people against one
another.
Regardless of how Gilchrist tries to sanitize his message for national audiences, more candid moments tell
the real story. Gilchrist is a member of the California Coalition for Immigration Reform, which is now
notorious for referring to Mexicans as "savages." Speaking about Mexicans and Central American
immigrants, Minuteman co-founder Chris Simcox once said, "They have no problem slitting your throat
and taking your money or selling drugs to your kids or raping your daughter and they are evil people."
This vile racism translates directly into violence on the ground. "It should be legal to kill illegals," said one
Minutemen volunteer. "Just shoot 'em on sight. That's my immigration policy recommendation." It is no
wonder that neo-Nazi organizations like the National Alliance praise the Minuteman Project in their
publications, and have members signing up for Minutemen militias.
We are sure that if the Nazi party held a public meeting on campus, Jewish groups would be there to
challenge them—so would we. We are sure that if the Ku Klux Klan held a public meeting on campus,
African American groups would be there to challenge them—so would we. The Minutemen are no different.
We are pleased that an overwhelming number of people answered our call to demonstrate against the
racist, fascist Minutemen the night of October 4. The hundreds of people outside Roone Arledge chanting,
"Minutemen, Nazis, KKK, racists, fascists, go away!" represented students and community people from all
walks of life. Inside the auditorium, perhaps as much as 80 percent of the crowd was repelled by the
Minutemen's message of hate.
When we walked on stage last night with anti-racist banners for immigrant rights, we were met with
violent attack by Gilchrist's goons. We were the ones who were punched and kicked. We are proud that
despite these attacks, we held our ground. When Gilchrist walked off stage, it was because he and his
Minutemen outfit were isolated.
This is not an issue of free speech. The Minutemen were able to reserve a hall at our university and had
the protection of campus security and the NYPD—all to espouse their hate speech. We along with
hundreds of others expressed our right to speak and protest.
Over the last 50 years, throughout the Civil Rights movement and the women's rights movement, ultraright wing groups have routinely used violence, lynchings, armed assaults and bombings against
oppressed people. Yet when we organize to oppose them to express our contempt for their violence, we
are criticized for inhibiting the free speech of the ones who perpetrate violence.
We thank everyone who joined our protest last night, inside and outside of the auditorium.
Shame on the Columbia University administration for launching an investigation of peaceful protesters,
and failing to condemn the perpetrators of violence. Shame on the College Republicans for inviting this
fascist thug and provoking such outrage on our campus.
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Billy Tucci

10-27-2006 04:59 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Prometheus3
I wasn't calling you a moron BIlly. I was calling the guy I was quoting from in my post a moron for
claiming all the people that go to Columbia University and live in San Francisco idiots.
A lot of the ideas of the Minutemen make me sick to my stomach as well as their actions. Some of them
have slashed water tanks so that when Mexican illegals are crossing the vast desert, they die of thirst.
Other Minutemen who I have heard speak seem to be rascist.

Sorry for missunderstanding you there Prometheus! My Bad. But I want you to know
how much I appreciate your posting here! I was also hoping to start some debate on
the MM subject because it will lead into my next article, which as I said will be all
about comics.
Again, thank you for reading and posting!

Billy Tucci

10-27-2006 05:04 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Bluewave
Billy Tucci should stick to drawing comic books before running his mouth about stuff he gets from the
right wing media. The kid who brought the minutemen to Columbia is the leader of the college
Republicans and is the biggest/racist/elitist scumbag I have ever met, and he is ALSO a coward, a
weasel and a rat. And the minute men where the people who attacked the protesters. The protesters
went in to protest, which is their right, god forbid anyone debates racists and nazis in their own venues.
Their response was physical attack and the protesters defended themselves. But of course the corporate
media is not gonna show this. Especially when a lot of them happen to be the daddies of the college
group who sponsored this event.
I can't believe marvel associates with this jerkoff.
I'm dropping heroes for hire.

:confused:
I guess you should burn those books too, huh?
So I guess you don't want to be my friend on myspace.com?
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Bevbos

10-27-2006 05:14 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Ken B.
Everything at Columbia would never have happened had those punks not stormed
the stage. And do you think putting something that is so clearly biased towards the
punk protestors will garner sympathy for them? Screw that.
Go back to listening to your phish albums and eating your Ben & Jerry's ice cream
(is it chunky monkey? Because that's a good flavor)

Wow, what a thoughtful and appropriate response. Did you even read what was
written?

Billy Tucci
Here's something we can all agree on...
Kim Bauer is still REALLY, REALLY HOT!

10-27-2006 05:35 PM
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Billy Tucci
My Oh My...
One more time please... and I dare you to disagree with me here!

10-27-2006 05:36 PM
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FIG

10-27-2006 05:39 PM

Quote:
....Regardless of how Gilchrist tries to sanitize his message for national audiences, more candid
moments tell the real story. Gilchrist is a member of the California Coalition for Immigration Reform,
which is now notorious for referring to Mexicans as "savages." Speaking about Mexicans and Central
American immigrants, Minuteman co-founder Chris Simcox once said, "They have no problem
slitting your throat and taking your money or selling drugs to your kids or raping your
daughter and they are evil people."
This vile racism translates directly into violence on the ground. "It should be legal to kill illegals,"
said one Minutemen volunteer. "Just shoot 'em on sight. That's my immigration policy
recommendation." It is no wonder that neo-Nazi organizations like the National Alliance praise the
Minuteman Project in their publications, and have members signing up for Minutemen militias.....

Wow, talk about stupidity with a capital S. Immigrants created this country. English
fled from religious persecution to make America and this country is great because
people from all over the world brought their ideas and work ethic here. Its amazing
that these very same racist idiots are probably of foreign descent as well. I guess
living in ignorance must be good if your are a backwards racist moron.

Billy Tucci

10-27-2006 05:49 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by FIG
Wow, talk about stupidity with a capital S. Immigrants created this country. English
fled from religious persecution to make America and this country is great because
people from all over the world brought their ideas and work ethic here. Its amazing
that these very same racist idiots are probably of foreign descent as well. I guess
living in ignorance must be good if your are a backwards racist moron.

Is that true Fig? Holy crap, I haven't been able to find that anywhere! I hope it isn't!
Again, I feel the MM are right in protecting our borders and reporting anyone
sneaking over the border. I know that the ones that are armed are so, because they
have licenses to carry and are used only for their own protection, which is there
right.
But whomever said that about killing immigrants is an ass who should have the crap
kicked out of him.
And Yes Belgium Beer is heavenly! Where's Tony Bedard? He loves Belgium and
Beer!
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Ken B.

10-27-2006 06:03 PM

The whole reason the MM are even doing this is because Illegal Immigration is,
achem, against the law. The government isn't doing anything but typical legislative
speak (and that fence won't fix the problem).
For people to just lump them into being racist because people want to uphold our
laws is nothing short of a straw man argument. And to just quote the person who
says the most extreme thing is being intellectually dishonest.
We all know immigrants created this country, but there were laws they had to follow
to do so (and in the case of our forefathers there were no laws regarding
immigration so they weren't illegal, like a few people like to point out).

Bevbos

10-27-2006 06:04 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Billy Tucci
Is that true Fig? Holy crap, I haven't been able to find that anywhere! I hope it isn't! Again, I feel the
MM are right in protecting our borders and reporting anyone sneaking over the border. I know that the
ones that are armed are so, because they have licenses to carry and are used only for their own
protection, which is there right.
But whomever said that about killing immigrants is an ass who should have the crap kicked out of him.

Given their associations and endorsements, do you really believe that? (see bolded
text)
There have been numerous incidents of unarmed illegals shot dead without
provocation... is that fair? Perhaps they shouldn't be coming into our country,
"stealing" our jobs and what not, but should we really encourage private militias to
do a task that the federal government should probably be undertaking?

Billy Tucci

10-27-2006 06:43 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Bevbos
Given their associations and endorsements, do you really believe that? (see bolded text)
There have been numerous incidents of unarmed illegals shot dead without provocation... is that fair?
Perhaps they shouldn't be coming into our country, "stealing" our jobs and what not, but should we
really encourage private militias to do a task that the federal government should probably be
undertaking?

Please find and post the numerous incidents where the illegals were shot dead. Were
they tresspassing on someones private property? Did the Minutemen do this? Again,
I don't think you're clear on what the MM are all about.
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Billy Tucci

10-27-2006 06:44 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Bevbos
Given their associations and endorsements, do you really believe that? (see bolded
text)
There have been numerous incidents of unarmed illegals shot dead without
provocation... is that fair? Perhaps they shouldn't be coming into our country,
"stealing" our jobs and what not, but should we really encourage private militias to
do a task that the federal government should probably be undertaking?

Your Nintendo wars are just great!!!!

MarkSparacio

10-27-2006 06:56 PM

As always Bill, your article in this weeks "Hellion for Hire" was fun to read and very
interesting. I still have a hard time beleiving you drank anything that didn't have the word
"Ultra" in it.
As for your "Wanker of the Week", I couldn't agree with you more. I find it disturbing that
liberals and "progressive thinkers" have such a hard time with debating a differing point of
view, so much so that they have to shout it down. Here is my take on the Minute Men and the
right to defend our borders.
I come from a family of immigrants who entered this country LEGALLY. I am all for people
immigrating here LEGALLY. Anybody. I don't care what color, or ethnicity, or religious
background or sexual preference. I have good friends across every spectrum. It is insulting to
many immigrants who have worked hard at entering this country legally, to have the flood of
ILLEGALS who are crossing the border to get here, ILLEGALLY. Not only is it insulting, it is
dangerous. It doesn't take a genius to figure out if a flood of people can get into this country
undetected, that terrorists couldn't do it also. My family was directly affected on September
11th, 2001. My wife's brother, Patrick Dwyer(who's family also came here legally)was killed at
the World Trade Center in the terrorist attacks that day.
You know 9-11. In case you've forgotten. Unfortunately, a lot of people in this country have.
This is not about racism. It is so easy to throw that word around these days when you don't
have anything else constructive to say.
It is about protection, protecting American citizens. Protecting people.
I too was an idealist when I was a bit younger. In some regards I still am. Would I like to see
a world where there is no war or hate? Do I even have to answer that? But unfortunately we
live in a very different world now.
Again, it's not about racism. It is about protection.
Oh, and to Bluewave: Grow up...
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Bevbos

10-27-2006 07:07 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Billy Tucci
Your Nintendo wars are just great!!!!

Thank you!!! H4H is a great book so far!!! :) Although I'd love it if Misty and Shang
Chi were to kick a few MM asses. :D

Bevbos

10-27-2006 07:22 PM

ps: Wanted to add that the minutemen murder allegations remain just that allegations. I was jumping the gun in indicating that they were proven. That said,
they aren't just college student allegations - they are under investigation by the New
Mexico state attorney general, among others.
[inflamamatory but not discountable comment]Remember: the brownshirt's leaders
were well spoken in public too, and denied any wrongdoing, mostly blaming unruly
communists. [/inflammatory but not discountable comment]

Bluewave

10-27-2006 08:42 PM

I don't understand what the right wing cries about. They have all the economic and
political power and the military yet they get so shaken when the truth gets thrown in
their face. They hope to god people remain ignorant and stupid. But I digress. This
topic just irks me. But anyway, just because I call out a racist to his face whenever
he starts spouting his message doesnt mean I am silencing his freedom of speech.
You can say all you want, but you cant expect me to sit there and take it. Just like
you they have no problem diverting issues to left wing stereotypes and petty shhhhh
whenever someone exposes them.

BlackCatGuy

10-27-2006 08:49 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by ANGELDOGGIE
WOW!!! BlackCatGuy is gonna be sooooooooooooooooooooooooo jealous!!!:D

AM NOT!!:p
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BlackCatGuy

10-27-2006 09:14 PM

Hey Bluewave, Is it really neccesary to call people names just because they have a
different viewpoint than yours? I think not! Please, grow up.
Billy, glad to hear you had a great time in Belgium and you made it back in one
piece! And before I go any further, I'm sorry to hear about your son, but I'm really
glad that he's okay now! He's gonna give you grey hairs, that one!
It's funny you mention France. My wife and I honeymooned in Paris back in 1988 at
a time when the French were not too happy or pleased with the Americans (me) and
the British (my darling wife)! Needless to say, we're BOTH not allowed back in!:eek:
(loooong story there!)
I have been loving HFH, and that cover to #7 is quite simply put...............beautiful!
Felicia has never looked better than in your hands! Wait............that came out all
wrong! Let me try that again. You do Felicia better than anybody! No..............still
not coming out right! Aww hell, you KNOW what I'm saying here! And Mark, as I've
said before, your colors compliment Billy's pencils soooooo well! You two truly are
the best at what you do! And I'm not just saying that either!!:cool:
Billy, and now that you've been drinking "real" beer, you simply cannot go back to
Mich Ultra.........right? (sorry, just had to throw that one in there!)
And as for you ANGELDOGGIE, you gotta stop drinking that Sam Adams stuff! It's
bad for you. So very, very bad...............

BlackCatGuy

10-27-2006 09:18 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Billy Tucci
One more time please... and I dare you to disagree with me here!

No disagreement from me! Good Lord!!:D :D :D :D :D
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Grimm22

10-27-2006 09:53 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Bluewave
Billy Tucci should stick to drawing comic books before running his mouth about
stuff he gets from the right wing media. The kid who brought the minutemen to
Columbia is the leader of the college Republicans and is the biggest/racist/elitist
scumbag I have ever met, and he is ALSO a coward, a weasel and a rat. And the
minute men where the people who attacked the protesters. The protesters went in
to protest, which is their right, god forbid anyone debates racists and nazis in their
own venues. Their response was physical attack and the protesters defended
themselves. But of course the corporate media is not gonna show this. Especially
when a lot of them happen to be the daddies of the college group who sponsored
this event.
I can't believe marvel associates with this jerkoff.
I'm dropping heroes for hire.

Yes obviously the minutemen are racist, right? *roll's eyes*
Do you even know anything about the minutemen besides what left-wing politicians
and liberal protesters tell you?
The minutemen are not racist, they are trying to keep the borders closed because
illegal immigration is ILLEGAL!
If immigrints came to america LEGALLY then they wouldn't be called illegal now
would they?
Get over yourself, if anyone is a racist here its you
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Grimm22

10-27-2006 09:59 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Bluewave
I don't understand what the right wing cries about. They have all the economic and political power and
the military yet they get so shaken when the truth gets thrown in their face. They hope to god people
remain ignorant and stupid. But I digress. This topic just irks me. But anyway, just because I call out a
racist to his face whenever he starts spouting his message doesnt mean I am silencing his freedom of
speech. You can say all you want, but you cant expect me to sit there and take it. Just like you they
have no problem diverting issues to left wing stereotypes and petty shhhhh whenever someone exposes
them.

Yes, god forbid we have any form of Moderation *rolls eyes*
You continue to spout your pathetic and hyprocritical views, saying that conservitives
and right-wingers cause all the problems in the world. Yet you don't even
agknowledge that left-wingers and liberals are every bit as bad as conservitives who
refuse Moderation
So don't come out here spouting your bias opinion until you learn what the other
side stands for

ANGELDOGGIE

10-28-2006 12:25 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Bluewave
Billy Tucci should stick to drawing comic books before running his mouth about stuff he gets from the
right wing media. The kid who brought the minutemen to Columbia is the leader of the college
Republicans and is the biggest/racist/elitist scumbag I have ever met, and he is ALSO a coward, a
weasel and a rat. And the minute men where the people who attacked the protesters. The protesters
went in to protest, which is their right, god forbid anyone debates racists and nazis in their own venues.
Their response was physical attack and the protesters defended themselves. But of course the corporate
media is not gonna show this. Especially when a lot of them happen to be the daddies of the college
group who sponsored this event.
I can't believe marvel associates with this jerkoff.
I'm dropping heroes for hire.

Bluewave.....go suck a bucket of rocks!!! DON'T even think for a nanosecond that
your feeble, inane, assinine, petty attempts to bash my friend Billy Tucci has proven
successful!! Drop whatever you want, you OBVIOUSLY have NO taste whatsoever.
Why don't you crawl into a corner and bash yourself for a while? I for one am sick
and tired of people pushing it as far as you have!! GET A LIFE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! And learn
to pay more respect!!!
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ANGELDOGGIE

10-28-2006 12:36 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by MarkSparacio
As always Bill, your article in this weeks "Hellion for Hire" was fun to read and very
interesting. I still have a hard time beleiving you drank anything that didn't have
the word "Ultra" in it.
As for your "Wanker of the Week", I couldn't agree with you more. I find it
disturbing that liberals and "progressive thinkers" have such a hard time with
debating a differing point of view, so much so that they have to shout it down.
Here is my take on the Minute Men and the right to defend our borders.
I come from a family of immigrants who entered this country LEGALLY. I am all for
people immigrating here LEGALLY. Anybody. I don't care what color, or ethnicity,
or religious background or sexual preference. I have good friends across every
spectrum. It is insulting to many immigrants who have worked hard at entering
this country legally, to have the flood of ILLEGALS who are crossing the border to
get here, ILLEGALLY. Not only is it insulting, it is dangerous. It doesn't take a
genius to figure out if a flood of people can get into this country undetected, that
terrorists couldn't do it also. My family was directly affected on September 11th,
2001. My wife's brother, Patrick Dwyer(who's family also came here legally)was
killed at the World Trade Center in the terrorist attacks that day.
You know 9-11. In case you've forgotten. Unfortunately, a lot of people in this
country have.
This is not about racism. It is so easy to throw that word around these days when
you don't have anything else constructive to say.
It is about protection, protecting American citizens. Protecting people.
I too was an idealist when I was a bit younger. In some regards I still am. Would I
like to see a world where there is no war or hate? Do I even have to answer that?
But unfortunately we live in a very different world now.
Again, it's not about racism. It is about protection.
Oh, and to Bluewave: Grow up...
Well said Mark, very well said!!! Coming from a Firefighter's standpoint I've seen
firsthand & up close how indifferent people have become about 9/11 We should all
keep these events in our minds and in our hearts forever, and just as importantly....
WE SHOULD NEVER, EVER, FORGET that gut- wrenching awful day & it's ongoing
aftermath!!!!! Yes Mark, it IS about protection now. On a lighter note, Isn't it great
that Billy drank REAL (tasty, stupendous, REAL) beer?! We'll have to keep this
glorious run going in New York. ( 'kay Billy?...heh heh) :cool:
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TheLizard207

10-28-2006 01:01 AM

where can I sign up to patrol the borders?

TCJohnson

10-28-2006 02:20 AM

And speaking of borders, angeldoggie, can you edit that picture of yours? It is
making the article hard to read.

FIG

10-28-2006 02:55 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Billy Tucci
Is that true Fig? Holy crap, I haven't been able to find that anywhere! I hope it isn't! Again, I feel the
MM are right in protecting our borders and reporting anyone sneaking over the border. I know that the
ones that are armed are so, because they have licenses to carry and are used only for their own
protection, which is there right.
But whomever said that about killing immigrants is an ass who should have the crap kicked out of him.
And Yes Belgium Beer is heavenly! Where's Tony Bedard? He loves Belgium and Beer!

Well I have nothing against you Bill, I like your work at Marvel and if our political stances
differ thats cool too. I was commenting on the previous comments by unnamed minutemen.
Me being a mexican can't understand where all this racism comes from. The U.S. was formed
by immigrants, shooting them is WRONG even if one believes they are not entitled to the
rights that U.S. citizens are entitled to and yes, I am a U.S. citizen. My parents came to the
US with the american dream. It consisted of $1000 and four boys in the back of a station
wagon and my father worked his ass off as an exporter and loved the US. He was so proud to
become a citizen back when he was alive. Anyways, these immigrants are still human beings
and every human life is precious. These blatantly racist comments that all "illegal immigrants"
are rapists or criminals is ignorant and inflammatory. We can sit here and also deconstruct the
idiotic term ILLEGAL IMMIGRANT as well but that won't get us anywhere.
Having views to police the border is not wrong but it is when its done by a group who want to
act like policemen and their actions border on vigilantism and the criminal. The last thing the
US needs is a self appointed border patrol formed up of racist trash. I am a tax payer and I
don't want them representing me. Also, many people come here for a better life and to work
hard, work their asses off and take crap jobs nobody else wants. Seriously, who is going to
take those jobs in the fields or the ones at McDonalds or at restrooms that nobody wants? It
sure as hell is not going to be these minutemen clowns and its not going to be you or me. I
live in San Diego and saw these clowns on tv and they project themselves as nothing but
bitter racists.
Its a facade of a group they hide behind to get their message of intolerance and hatred across
and right now they can do it under the guise of protecting our borders from terrorists. On a
much lighter note, I love that belgium fruit beer, it rocks and keep up the great work at
Marvel. I like you work because its inspirational to me and makes me want to draw. Later.
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Velocity_02

10-28-2006 12:19 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Bluewave

Billy Tucci should stick to drawing comic books before running his mouth about stuff he gets from the right wing media.
The kid who brought the minutemen to Columbia is the leader of the college Republicans and is the
biggest/racist/elitist scumbag I have ever met, and he is ALSO a coward, a weasel and a rat. And the minute men
where the people who attacked the protesters. The protesters went in to protest, which is their right, god forbid
anyone debates racists and nazis in their own venues. Their response was physical attack and the protesters defended
themselves. But of course the corporate media is not gonna show this. Especially when a lot of them happen to be the
daddies of the college group who sponsored this event.
I can't believe marvel associates with this jerkoff.
I'm dropping heroes for hire.

Oh drop dead. You're so busy defning the world in terms of republicans evil that
you've lost all sense of ethic and rational thinking. Free speech should only be
allowed to those with an education. And I don't give a ____ if you're at the freaking
top of your class. You still sound like a wannabe hippy with no clue what he's
protesting about and desperately wishes he had been born for woodstock.
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Delvie

10-28-2006 02:10 PM

WHOOPS!
Great Article, Wild Willie!
Who is writing this column? Billy. Whether Billy & I see eye to eye on everything or not, he
has every right to post his opinions. It's freedom of speech. Be happy he's putting them here
& not in the comic.
To be perfectly honest, most of the interviews I've seen w/ the Minutemen remind me of the
idiot KKK members I used to see when my ex talked me into watching Springer w/ her. I'm
not deluded into thinking they are all like that, just the face many present. Just like I don't
think all Republicans & conservatives are assh@le crooks. So when people have to turn around
& make comments like "those liberals and 'progressive thinkers' yada yada" when only a small
percent of them hopped on stage it really reflects on their cognitive abilities. It's not the
conservatives or the liberals that are the problem - it's the extremists. It's like judging all
conservatives based on the mouth of Ann Coulter or the actions of the kkk. My personal
opinion (which, could be wrong) is that this whole illegal immigrant thing is a smokescreen
anyway. There are bigger issues, it's just, this is one of the few issues that the fed gov't isn't
losing majority favor on. How serious can the gov't be when it is only willing to fund a fence
1,300 miles too short & for only a year.
Bluewave. Perhaps, if you had posted the article & the videos 1st, instead of throwing the
rant, your views might have been recieved better.
Oh, & fig. Just to point out a few errors... This country was founded as a result of taxation &
law making w/out representation. Most of the 13 colonies were founded on the premise of
profit. However, it sounds like you are refering to the pilgrims, who opposite popular belief
that they came to this continent to escape religious persecution, actually enjoyed 15yrs of
sanctuary & religious freedom from several european countries before coming here as
seperatists to raise their children away from the influence of other religions (Myth America).

Anyway, keep up the great work, BT.

Delvie
wow
Quote:

Originally Posted by Velocity_02
Free speech should only be allowed to those with an education.

10-28-2006 02:15 PM
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ANGELDOGGIE

10-28-2006 11:06 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by TCJohnson
And speaking of borders, angeldoggie, can you edit that picture of yours? It is
making the article hard to read.
Which picture?

Delvie

10-29-2006 10:22 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by ANGELDOGGIE
Which picture?

He asked the wrong person. He's meant our buddy, Boomshakalaka.

Ellen

11-01-2006 07:10 AM

Greetings from Belgium
Glad you enjoyed our little country.
For everyone interested : we have lots of good food, the best beer in the world,
beautifull women (and some men) and a very fascinating and bloody history!
Hope to see you again next year!
WE RULE!

Dallas Bar

11-01-2006 02:52 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Ellen
Glad you enjoyed our little country.
For everyone interested : we have lots of good food, the best beer in the world, beautifull women (and
some men) and a very fascinating and bloody history!
Hope to see you again next year!
WE RULE!

Didn't know there were that many Belgians browsing around here!
Sweeeeeet
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boomboom

11-07-2006 07:56 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Delvie
He asked the wrong person. He's meant our buddy, Boomshakalaka.

:p
I changed my post (with the big pics of TTucci and memyselfandI) but Angeldoggie
quoted me and THAT post is not something I can edit...

